How Spiritual Communities Can
Benefit From Our

‘ Extraordinary You’ Program
Progressive, 21st Century relevant churches and religious organizations have
consistently taught that there is a higher, more transcendent quality within us that is
the Core essence of who we are. Spiritual leaders, world teachers, and mystics alike
have referred to this Essence as our innate Divine Beingness, our True Self, our
Christ Self, our Buddha Self, our Krishna Self, our Eternal Self.
Our professional specialty is inspiring truth seekers to connect with this Core
Essence. We do this by complementing the teachings that religious and spiritual
organizations are already providing their respective memberships.

What Makes Our Program Different?
We focus on what neuroscientists call the “Deeper Self”
and positive psychologists refer to as the “PositiveOriented Self.” Science is now proving what
spirituality has always known. We underwrite these
cutting edge scientific perspectives with legitimate,
transformational New Thought spiritual teachings that
are known and accepted by many of the world’s faith
traditions.
It is our belief that these “selves” are in all of us and
are the brilliant, wise, and positive qualities that help us automatically default to a
more optimistic stance as we face work and life challenges.
What we’re good at – what we’re really good at – is
helping people connect with their deeper, more
optimistic selves so they can handle any challenges
they may encounter and feel more positive, rational,
and in control as they meet those challenges.
Even corporate America is beginning to wake up! A
growing number of companies (IBM, Medtronic,
Service Master, BioGenex, Boeing, Apple, Microsoft,
Google, Yahoo, Cisco – and yes, The American Stock exchange) are taking
impressive steps to help their employees, at all levels, get in touch with their
exceptional qualities.

Your 7 Core Abilities
The latest research has shown when you have connected with your Extraordinary
Self, your Authentic Self, your Divine Core Essence, you share these seven Core
Qualities with others who have made that life-changing connection:

Our program covers these seven qualities in detail and follows that up with a
seven-step process that helps you connect with your Extraordinary Self. By
developing these qualities – which are already within each of us – anyone can
create the lives they want and master their human experience one thought, one
word, and one action at a time.

People who have already gotten in touch with their ‘Deeper Selves,’ their
Divine Nature, are living prosperous lives – lives filled with happiness, inner
peace, and joy.

As ordained Unity ministers — and work and life enrichment
consultants — our forte is helping Truth seekers connect with
their Extraordinary Selves so they can both transform their
lives and support their spiritual communities with their time,
talents, and extraordinary abilities. That is our calling! That is
our privilege!

Here’s our guarantee to your Spiritual community:
Our Extraordinary You program will help your spiritual community feel soooo
good about themselves they will be:







more service-oriented and less complaining,
more enthusiastic and less pessimistic;
more engaged and less distracted;
more positive and less moody;
more present and less absent;
and overall, more successful, prosperous, and peaceful.

You will see the impact reflected in:





generous monthly giving statements;
increased volunteerism;
enhanced church growth and sustainability; and
happier, more committed members.

Each person will take away The Extraordinary You!
How to Unleash Your Incredible Potential Resource
Guide packed with great information to provide continuity
long after the workshop is over, and serve as a continuing
resource for further growth and spiritual enrichment.

Contact Us Today to Learn More About This Great Program …
And To Schedule Yours Today!
cher@TheMetaphysicalWebsite.com / bil@TheMetaphysicalWebsite.com
1405 Autumn Ridge Drive, Durham, NC 27712
919.767.9620 • (Toll-free 877.819.7489)

